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About SliderMakers™
“Igniting Culinary Ingenuity, One Bite at a Time”

Welcome to a world where burgers are no longer just a meal, 
but a canvas for culinary artistry. At SliderMakers™, we 
believe that every bite tells a story, and every burger is an 
opportunity to explore the boundaries of flavor, presentation, 
and imagination. Our platform is more than a kitchen tool or a 
community; it’s a movement that celebrates the convergence of 
taste and creativity.

Imagine a place where both seasoned chefs and aspiring 
home cooks come together to transform humble ingredients 
into extraordinary creations that tantalize the senses and 
ignite conversations. SliderMakers™ is that place, a hub of 
inspiration, innovation, and exploration where burgers become 
a medium for expressing culture, passion, and individuality.

Our journey began with a simple question: “What if burgers 
could be more than just meal?” With that spark, we embarked 
on a mission to revolutionize the way burgers are approached, 
prepared, and appreciated. We’ve assembled a passionate 
team of culinary enthusiasts, designers, and innovators who 
share a common vision – to elevate burgers into an art form 
and empower you to be the artist.
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SliderMakers™ isn’t just a product; it’s a mindset. It’s the 
belief that in the world of gastronomy, there are no limits to 
what can be achieved. Whether you’re drawn to traditional 
flavor combinations that evoke nostalgia or you’re eager 
to experiment with avant-garde ingredients that challenge 
culinary norms, SliderMakers™ is your canvas to unleash your 
creativity.

As you embark on your slider-making journey, you’ll discover 
not only an array of innovative tools and resources but also a 
vibrant community eager to celebrate your culinary triumphs 
and support your growth. Our commitment to sustainability, 
accessibility, and authenticity ensures that SliderMakers™ isn’t 
just a fleeting trend, but a lasting movement that resonates with 
food lovers from all walks of life.

So, whether you’re a passionate chef pushing the boundaries 
of gourmet sliders or a curious individual looking to make 
mealtime a remarkable experience, SliderMakers™ invites you 
to join us in shaping the future of slider innovation. Together, 
let’s turn every slider into a masterpiece, every bite into a 
revelation, and every meal into a moment of culinary brilliance. 
Your journey with SliderMakers™ starts here – where creativity 
knows no bounds, and sliders become an extraordinary art 
form.
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Our Vision

SliderMakers™ Mission

At SliderMakers™, our mission is to revolutionize the culinary 
experience by providing a platform for individuals to explore, create, 
and share innovative burger recipes. We strive to inspire and empower 
home cooks, chefs, and food enthusiasts to elevate sliders into an art 
form, pushing the boundaries of flavor, presentation, and imagination. 

Through our products, resources, and community, we aim to foster 
a culture of culinary creativity that transforms simple ingredients into 
extraordinary burger creations.

Empowering Culinary Creativity Through Innovative Products
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Our Values

Creativity: We believe in the power of creative expression, 
encouraging everyone to experiment with flavors, textures, and 
ingredients to craft unique burger experiences.

Quality: We are committed to delivering products and resources 
of the highest quality, ensuring that every burger created 
with SliderMakers™ reflects excellence in taste, design, and 
presentation.

Innovation: We embrace innovation as a cornerstone of our 
identity, constantly seeking new techniques, tools, and ideas to 
enhance the art of burger making.

Community: We value the sense of belonging and connection 
that food brings. We foster a vibrant, inclusive community where 
individuals can share their burger creations, exchange insights, 
and support each other’s culinary journey.

Sustainability: We are dedicated to minimizing our environmental 
footprint. We promote sustainable sourcing practices and 
encourage responsible consumption in all aspects of slider 
creation and enjoyment.
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Inspiration: We aim to inspire others to view sliders as a 
canvas for culinary artistry. Our resources, products, and 
community interactions are designed to spark imagination 
and push the boundaries of what’s possible.

Accessibility: We believe that everyone should have the 
opportunity to engage in slider innovation. We provide 
accessible tools, resources, and guidance to make the art of 
burger-making approachable for all skill levels.

Authenticity: We celebrate authenticity in both flavors and 
individuals. We encourage burgers that tell personal stories 
and reflect diverse cultural influences, fostering a rich 
tapestry of culinary experiences.

Continuous Learning: We are dedicated to continuous 
improvement and learning. We encourage our community to 
explore new techniques, cuisines, and ideas to evolve their 
burger-making skills.

Joy: We believe that the process of creating and enjoying 
burgers should bring joy and satisfaction. We’re committed 
to spreading happiness through the artful blend of flavors, 
aesthetics, and shared experiences.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
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The Business Opportunity

Unlock your potential as a successful entrepreneur 
with a SliderMakers™ franchise - a deliciously 
rewarding opportunity you won’t want to miss! As a 
SliderMakers™ franchisee, you’ll harness the power of a 
proven business model and a beloved brand, supported 
by comprehensive training, ongoing assistance, and a 
community of like-minded professionals. 

With our mouthwatering sliders, premium ingredients, 
and a dedicated customer base, you can savor the 
taste of success while delighting your community with 
every flavorful bite. Embrace the thrill of owning your 
own SliderMakers™ Burger Shop franchise and start 
your journey towards financial freedom and culinary 
excellence today!
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Burgers are more than a meal; they’re a global sensation 
that transcends cultural boundaries. With SliderMakers™, 
you’re not just selling burgers; you’re offering an 
experience that resonates with people of all ages and 
backgrounds. Our diverse menu, crafted with the finest 
ingredients, opens the door to a wide range of flavor 
combinations that keep customers coming back for more.

Taste the Opportunity: Why 
Burgers?

A Turnkey Truimph: Why Choose a 
SliderMakers™ Franchise?
Investing in a SliderMakers™ franchise means stepping 
into a turnkey operation designed for success. From 
the moment you join our family, you’ll gain access to a 
comprehensive support system that covers everything 
from site selection and staff training to marketing 
strategies and operational guidance. Our seasoned 
experts will be with you every step of the way, ensuring 
a smooth journey from aspiring entrepreneur to thriving 
franchise owner.
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The SliderMakers™ Franchise

Unlock your potential as a successful entrepreneur with 
a SliderMakers™ franchise - a deliciously rewarding 
opportunity you won’t want to miss! 

As a SliderMakers™ franchisee, you’ll harness the power of 
a proven business model and a beloved brand, supported 
by comprehensive training, ongoing assistance, and a 
community of like-minded professionals. 

With our mouthwatering sliders, premium ingredients, 
and a dedicated customer base, you can savor the taste 
of success while delighting your community with every 
flavorful bite. 

Embrace the thrill of owning your own SliderMakers™ 
Shop franchise and start your journey towards financial 
freedom and culinary excellence today!
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Proven Business Model

Established Brand & Reputation

As a franchisee, you’ll benefit from SliderMakers™ 
well-developed and tested business model. This model 
includes standard operating procedures, efficient 
systems, and effective marketing strategies that have 
been refined over time. By following this established 
blueprint, you can minimize risks and increase your 
chances of success.

SliderMakers™ has already built a strong brand 
presence and a positive reputation in the catering and 
hospitality industry. By becoming a franchisee, you can 
leverage the recognition and credibility associated with 
the SliderMakers™ name, giving you a head start in 
establishing your business.
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Training & Support

Access to Expertise & Resources

SliderMakers™ is committed to providing 
comprehensive training and ongoing support to its 
franchisees. You’ll receive guidance on various aspects 
of operating a successful restaurant, including staff 
training, menu development, quality control, customer 
service, and financial management. This support 
system ensures that you have the necessary skills and 
knowledge to run your franchise effectively.

As a franchisee, you’ll have access to SliderMakers™ 
pool of industry experts, including culinary 
professionals, operations managers, and marketing 
specialists. This access to expertise can help you 
overcome challenges, make informed decisions, and 
stay updated with the latest industry trends. Additionally, 
you’ll benefit from established supplier relationships, 
ensuring consistent access to high-quality ingredients 
and resources.
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Economies of Scale

Marketing & Advertising Assistance

SliderMakers™ understands the importance of effective 
marketing and advertising to attract customers. As a 
franchisee, you’ll benefit from the brand’s marketing 
initiatives, including national and local advertising 
campaigns, social media presence, and promotional 
materials. This support helps generate brand awareness 
and drive foot traffic to your franchise location.

Being part of a franchise network allows you to benefit 
from economies of scale. By joining SliderMakers™, 
you can leverage the collective buying power of the 
franchise system, which can lead to cost savings on 
ingredients, equipment, and supplies. This advantage 
contributes to improved profit margins and a more 
competitive position in the market.
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The SliderMakers™ Academy
An online academy to enhance your skills and 
knowledge in the dynamic world of Quick Service 
Restaurant (QSR).
   
Our academy offers a comprehensive curriculum 
designed to equip students with the essential tools 
and expertise needed to excel in the QSR industry. 

Through a blend of interactiveonline 
modules, real-world case studies, and 
practical assignments, our professionally 
designed courses guide students through 
the intricacies of store operations, burger 
preparation, cost management, customer 
service, and more. 

With a focus on industry best practices and 
emerging trends, our courses provide valuable 
insights into running a successful quick-service 
restaurant, managing operations efficiently, and 
delivering exceptional experiences to clients and 
guests.
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Your SliderMakers™ Investment

Monthly Average Profit Over 5 Years US$20K

Return on Investment 36 Months

License Duration 10 Years

Initial Franchise Fee  US$ 30K

Total Investment Cost US$ 500K - 750K

Royalty 6%
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Starting Your Business

Sign MOU Setup
Company

Sign Franchise
Agreement

Join 
SliderMakers™ 

Academy

Open Bank 
Account

Rent a Location Construction

Menu Localization Order Equipment Staff Hiring 
and Training

Fit-out & 
Decoration

Marketing 
and 

Promotions

Soft Opening Grand Opening
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GET IN TOUCH

Muntasir Road, Al Sall 
Ras Al Khaimah

+971 7 228 6446

hello@slidermakers.com

instagram.com/slidermakers/

+971 56 118 1176

https://goo.gl/maps/CLxnqoXGSz1K3pjJ7
tel:+97172286446
mailto:hello@slidermakers.com
https://www.instagram.com/slidermakers/
https://wa.me/+971561181176
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www.slidermakers.com

https://slidermakers.com
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